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Wirefree Plug In Door Chime Kit
White

DBY22322 WHITE

White

Quicklink: Q418B

General

Colour White

IP Rating IP44

Electrical

Voltage 240V

Hear the doorbell ring in multiple places within your home with the Byron DBY-22324

Wireless Doorbell set. The plug-in doorbell and the battery operated wireless doorbell can

be placed everywhere around the house. This way you can hear the doorbell ring in

multiple places in your home, like the attic or garage. The doorbell set consists of two

quality doorbells for inside and a weather-resistant bell push for outside. The doorbells

give a sound signal and a visual signal, so you will always know when someone is at your

door. 

Wireless reach up to 150 meter The bell push works on the included CR2032 battery and

can be installed at every door. The two doorbells can be placed everywhere around the

house. The set contains a plug-in doorbell, which fits in every socket and a portable

doorbell. Thanks to the range of 150 metres you can place one doorbell in the attic and

take the portable doorbell with you to the garden. This way you will never miss a single

visitor. 

16 melodies and 5 sound levels 

Select the desired melody from the 16 options via the bell push and use to set the 85 dB

volume to 5 sound levels 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% of 100% as desired. This way the doorbell can

be adjusted to all your preferences. 

Easy installation Use the enclosed double-sided tape to attach the watertight bell push.

The doorbells can be placed anywhere in the house. Installing the bell push and doorbell is

quick and easy in just a few seconds. 

Tip! This doorbell is easy to expand. Do you also want to place a door push at your

backdoor, so you’re your visitors can ring the bell there as well? That’s possible. The Byron

BDY bell pushes can be connected to any doorbell. Different melodies can be selected on

the inside of the bell push, so you know when someone rings at the front door or when the

back door bell rings. In addition, you can also purchase an additional doorbell at home,

which works on all connected door pushes. Handy for the upper floor for example. 

What's in the box: Bell push, plug-in doorbell, double-sided tape, 1x CR2032 battery,

manual 

Features of the Byron DBY-22322 Wireless Doorbell set: 

•  Wide wireless range up to a maximum of 150 meters
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•  Choose from 16 melodies and adjust the volume in 5 steps

•  Plug-in doorbell and portable doorbell can be placed anywhere

•  IP44 weatherproof doorbell button

•  Easy installation

Product Video 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMkyJ3-Md-k

